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Development of a Core Outcome Set for Work Participation.



SURVEY OF COCHRANE WORK
PARTICIPATION REVIEWS

•7 Cochrane reviews
•82 trials 

•Patients with chronic medical conditions

•Work participation as outcome 

Hoving et al, 2018
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REPORTED OUTCOMES
1. RCTs report work related outcomes including:

Frequent: 
• Return to work/ work status
• Sick leave/ absenteeism 

Less frequent: 
• Functional status (Oswestry questionnaire, SF-36), health 

functioning 
• Productivity
• Work functioning (WLQ, LIFE, Sheehan disability scale, on 

the job performance by HPQ)
• Work subscale (SAS work) 
• Health related quality of life within return to work process 

(Euler 2013) 
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Overall the aim the RCT was to measure to what extent a person was able to perform their work. 



REPORTED OUTCOMES
Used definitions for RTW: 

•Partial vs. full RTW

•100% RTW

•Return to own work

•Return to adjusted work

•Workers with no RTW 
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If we zoom in on one of these outcomes, such as return to work, we can see that it can be further defined and interpreted in several ways. �There is a variability in what researcher consider as return to work.. 



REPORTED OUTCOMES
Used definitions for RTW: 

•Partial vs. full RTW
•100% RTW

•Return to own work
•Return to adjusted work
•Workers with no RTW 

RTW is measured as: 
• Event data (RTW rates) 

• Time-to-event-data (time between 
reporting sick and RTW)

• Number of workers with 100% or no 
RTW

• Varying time periods to qualify as RTW
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Time periods to qualify for RTWAt least: 2 weeks4 weeks8 weeksTime periods considered to qualitfy as return to work may range several weeks up to several months.



REPORTED OUTCOMES
Used definitions for RTW: 

•Partial vs. full RTW
•100% RTW

•Return to own work
•Return to adjusted work
•Workers with no RTW 

RTW is measured as: 
• Event data (RTW rates) 

• Time-to-event-data (time between 
reporting sick and RTW)

• Number of workers with 100% or no 
RTW

• Varying time periods to qualify as RTW

Follow up times: 

• Directly after treatment
• 12 weeks, 3,6, 8, 9, 12, 24, 48  

months
• 100 days, 10 days etc



SURVEY CONCLUSIONS
Measurement heterogeneity

found in:
•Definitions

•Sources

•Recall periods

•Time-points

•Measurement instruments 
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Database systems, use of existing questionnaires, database insurance companies, data occupational health serviceVarious questionnaires for the same outcome definition 



COCHRANE REVIEWERS RECOMMENDATIONS

Implication for research: 

 In order to allow better comparisons, researchers should agree on the use of outcome measures for sickness 
absence (van Oostrom 2009)

 We propose including a uniform assessment of job loss, job absenteeism and work functioning across trials 
including a long term follow-up of at least two years but preferably longer (Hoving 2014)

 Studies also needed to define what return-to-work is: return to full-time or part-time work and return to the 
same job or a lesser job. Finally, studies need to invest in a much longer follow-up of work-related outcomes (de 
Boer 2011)

 To facilitate the synthesis of evidence from various intervention studies, the occupational health field should 
work towards standardising and validating measures of sickness absence. (Nieuwenhuijsen 2014)



PHD CORE OUTCOME SET PROJECT

• Following the guidelines of 

COMET initiative 

• In collaboration with

Cochrane Work &

Cochrane Insurance Medicine
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The COMET Initiative was launched in 2010 to (i) raise awareness of problems with outcomes in trials; (ii) encourage COS development and uptake; (iii) promote patient and public involvement in COS development; (iv) provide resources to facilitate this; and (v) encourage evidence-based COS development.Networking facilityGuidance on obtaining funding to develop core outcome setsMethodological adviceHandbook on COS development and reporting of core outcome setsEncourage evidence based COS developmentCurrently: 300 core sets registered in publically available searchable COMET database. 180 registered as being developed. Use and development of COS is increasing each yearAvoiding unnecessary duplication of effort�Ecourage COS development and uptake



WHAT ARE CORE OUTCOME SETS? 

An agreed standardised set of outcomes
that should be measured and reported,
as a minimum, in all clinical trials in
specific areas of health or health care.

COMET 
definition
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WHAT 2. HOWThe selection of appropriate outcomes is crucial to the design of randomised trials. If the findings of a trial are to influence healthcare, the outcomes that are measured and reported need to be relevant to patients, healthcare professionals, and others making decisions about healthcare provision. A core outcome set has previously been defined as an agreed standardised set of outcomes that should be measured and reported, as a minimum, in all clinical trials in specific areas of health or healthcare.1 Core outcome sets can enhance the relevance of research by ensuring outcomes of importance to health service users and other people making choices about healthcare in a particular setting are measured routinely.2 The adoption of a core outcome set can reduce heterogeneity in reported outcomes between trials and reduce the risk of outcome reporting bias, since trial reports would always include a presentation of the findings of a core outcome set, as a minimum.



ADVANTAGES OF CORE
OUTCOME SETS

• Increases consistency across trials

• Maximise potential for trial to contribute 

to  systematic reviews of these key 

outcomes 

• Much more likely to measure 

appropriate outcomes 

• Major reduction in selective reporting  



COS UPTAKE

Kirkham et al, 2017 

• Assessment of full uptake of 
Rheumatoid Arthritis core 
outcome sets from data in 
ClinicalTrials.gov

• Uptake may be influenced by 
introduction of regulatory 
guidance 
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An upward trent in the percentage of trials measuring the full RA core outcome sets. The uptake of the rheumatoid arthritis core outcome set has been previously assessed using a sample of 204 randomised trials of drug treatments identified from those included in 31 Cochrane Reviews (published on the Cochrane Library up to September 2012 issue) of interventions for rheumatoid arthritis.6 These reviews included trials that were published between 1955 and 2009. Over time there was an increase in the percentage of trials reporting the core outcome set items, with almost 70% measuring all these outcomes in trials that were published at the end of the first decade of the 21st century. Reviewing outcomes listed in trial registries provides a reasonable estimate of the uptake of a core outcome set, and is less time consuming than examining the outcomes in published reports of trialsThis study has shown that the uptake of the rheumatoid arthritis core outcome set, which was published in 1994, has continued to increase over time. The increase in uptake was encouraging but the slighter increase in recent years perhaps suggests that further advances might be challenging, especially as some trialists do not measure the full rheumatoid arthritis core outcome set even though they are aware of its existence.6 In the previous assessment of the rheumatoid arthritis core outcome set,6 we noted that the introduction of regulatory guidance—for example, from the Food and Drug Administration 1996,10 and European Medicines Agency 1998 —which were involved in ratifying and recommending the rheumatoid arthritis core outcome set, might have contributed to trials measuring these core outcomes. OMERACT is the acronym for an international, informally organized network initiated in 1992 aimed at improving outcome measurement in rheumatology. Chaired by an executive committee, it organizes consensus conferences in a 2-yearly cycle that circles the globe. Data driven recommendations are prepared and updated by expert working groups. Recommendations include core sets of measures for most of the major rheumatologic conditions. Since 2002 patients have been actively engaged in the process.



COCHRANE AND COMET COLLABORATION 

• COS use in alignment with Cochrane 
mission

• Cochrane Work & Cochrane Insurance 
Medicine support for COS

• Several other collaborative initiatives by 
Cochrane review groups

• Cochrane Skin/ Cochrane Oral
• Collaboration is essential to prevent 

development of more than one COS
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Initiative prioritise development of COS – Cochrane Skin and Oral Health More than once cos = adding more heterogeneityPooling of data for systematic reviews is especially relevant The importance of cooperation among reviewers, trialists, and methodologists to resolve the current problems of "outcome heterogeneity“‘They are widely accepted, globally acting, and the COS topic is really central for the Cochrane mission to become the leading advocate for evidence-informed healthcare. Since the establishment of CSG-COUSIN the annual Skin Group meeting always spends half a day on COS.’ Jochen Schmitt (Cochrane skin) - Cocharane core outcome sets are intitiatives which facilitate collaboration between methodoligists, reviewers, stakeholders (patients, clinicians) to develop and implement cos for speficic areas.In addition to the work of COMET, Jochen Schmitt emphasizes the importance of discipline specific COS-groups because of the need for specific clinical expertise and a detailed understanding of clinical trials and review issues necessary for appropriate COS development and their implementation. So what does this all mean for Cochrane reviewers? This is well summarized by the following statement from Hywel Williams: ‘If, like Cochrane Skin, your review outcomes are all over the shop and plagued with a multitude of unvalidated and clinically meaningless outcomes that prevent pooling of trials, then tackle the problem head on by developing a collaboration with those interested in, and who have methodological expertise in developing core outcome sets.’�



EXAMPLE COS: CHRONIC POST SURGICAL PAIN

VOORBEELD VOETTEKST | JULI 2018

1. Rating of 56 pain features identified through a 
systematic review

2. Stakeholders rated 33 pain features 
3. Research team and organized in core outcome 

domains: 
1. Pain intensity
2. Pain interference with daily life
3. Pain and physical functioning
4. Temporal aspects of pain
5. Pain description
6. Emotional aspects of pain
7. Use of pain medication
8. Improvement and satisfaction with pain relief

Wylde et al, 2014
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Discussion with project steering committee (clinical panel) and patient panel1. systematic review  (1164) (63 pain features idntieifed), structured interviews with patients (2 more features identified), four focus groups with clinicans (3 more features identified), Delphi study; 12 were removed as they were fouind to be repetitive, 56 pain features identiefied and grouped int categories. 
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